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Heating and Ventilating
 

Domestic News
Gasbits opens new branch

Bournemouth-based plumbing, heating and bathroom specialist, Gasbits, has expanded its reach with
the opening of a new store on New Milton's Gore Road.

Outside the new Gasbits store.

The Gore Road branch will initially employ four consultants from the local area, and Gasbits intends
to recruit further employees once the store is established.

Co-founder Ross Pavey said: “Once we had made the decision to open a second location, New
Milton was the obvious choice. It serves the kind of expert local businesses that make the most of
our in-store consultancy. Advice and expert knowledge is everything in this industry, and we are a
truly independent merchant offering local customers the best impartial advice.”

Gasbits launched in 2005 after Steve Ware, a plumbing and heating engineer, became tired of the bad
service he was experiencing with merchants. He teamed up with Mr Pavey, who he met while
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working for a national supermarket chain.

Mr Ware’s proposition was to create a merchant company that not only had a great location but truly
interactive customer service, with which business that was carried out online or over the phone could
not compete. Mr Ware and Mr Pavey both invested their own money in the idea, and Gasbits
began by selling boiler spares from a small trade counter in Bournemouth.

Over a decade later, Gasbits now employs 15 staff. The new store on Gore Road in New Milton also
marks its second bathroom showroom launch, under the moniker The Bathworks.

Karen Coller, a Gasbits associate, will be based at New Milton and appreciates the company's
commitment to staying local and independent: “I worked for a national plumbing business for 10
years and haven’t looked back since I left to join Gasbits. I’d much rather make money for two guys
that work really hard and treat their staff and customers right than a national where you are seen as a
number.”

Gasbits joined The IPG, a membership group for plumbing, heating and bathroom specialists, in June
2017, which Mr Pavey says has opened up new business opportunities: “We have definitely benefited
from being part of The IPG, as we have access to better deals with suppliers and contacts that go
beyond our own networks. The support they give to independent businesses in our sector has made a
positive difference.”
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The HVR Awards 2019 finalists are here!

The votes have been counted and the judges have had their say - meet
the companies, products and professionals that have secured a place on
this year’s list of finalists....

�  25-Sep-2019
Latest product news
New support team structure at Humidity Solutions

To support its growth plans and strategy for 2020 and beyond, Humidity
Solutions has been recruiting and re-organising, and is ready to introduce
its recently restructured sales and service support team....
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Latest supplier news

Gastite CSST
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Subscribe to HVR
Heating & Ventilating Review is the number one
magazine in the HVAR industry. Don’t miss out,
subscribe today!

A wide range of CSST, fittings and accessories are available
for projects both large and small. Suitable for all three
family gases, the CSST range includes sizes DN15 to DN50
in a choice of lengths. Custom lengths are available for
large/multi-family projects. Contractor kits, which include a
length of CSST, and two male fittings are also available.
Gastite® high-performance XR2™ fittings have a patented
Jacket-Lock® fitting which eliminates exposed steel beyond
the nut. The range includes male and female fittings, tees,
copper compression fittings and couplings. Accessories
designed to make installation even easier are also available
and include; cutters, utility knives and jacket repair tape.
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Read the latest issue
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Most read stories
over the last six months

ATAG Commercial reports record performance
Oldest building company collapses as industry goes into financial crisis
Obituary: Graham Manly
Vaillant chosen for large-scale almshouse refurb
FläktGroup issues illegal smoke damper warning
Survey reveals that UK fails boilers every day
The HVR Awards 2019 finalists are here!
Vattenfall front runner on low carbon district heating contract
Scottish company to research health and well-being impact of social housing
Viessmann scores hat trick at Huddersfield Town
Diary
Click here for the complete events calendar
Latest blog
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How changes to the Apprenticeship Levy will affect the construction sector
...
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